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Asymptote has selectively chosen its design team to provide the 
absolute best in professional leadership and expert collaboration. 
Our team’s members have worked together on a number of 
successful projects in the past, such as the Yas Hotel and the 
Strata Tower in Abu Dhabi, and they ensure the successful 
completion of this exciting new commission.

DESIGN LEADERSHIP
All projects are under direct supervision of Design Principal 
Hani Rashid and Managing Principal Lise Anne Couture and are 
developed in the New York based headquarters of Asymptote 
Architecture.  Asymptote’s team offers an approach that combines 
objective and quantitative analysis with creative and imaginative 
thinking to realize solutions that overcome problems and develop 
a dynamic and animated design proposal.

COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
As in all of Asymptote’s previous work, the integrity of this project 
will be maintained throughout the design process by ensuring 
that design goals, programmatic and environmental requirements 
and all other logistics are fully resolved under the direction of 
Asymptote principals Hani Rashid and Lise Anne Couture. This 
project will be their central focus, and they will work closely with 
the project’s team manager, design team, client and consultants 
as the design process proceeds. This commitment will unite our 
team to provide The City of Gold Coast with the most dedicated 
design staff and the best architectural result.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE & PRESENCE
Asymptote will undertake the design of the project with its New 
York based team and will be the main creative engine of the 
process with the hand’s on involvement of Asymptote Principals 
Hani Rashid and Lise Anne Couture. Asymptote has previously 
administered projects with locally based Asymptote staff such as 
the Yas Hotel and Strata Tower, both of which were designed at 
Asymptote’s headquarters in New York City and administered 
locally in Abu Dhabi.

The New York based team will work closely with the Local Architect, 
Arkhefi eld who will bring their local expertise and experience in 
building design and construction in Queensland to the design 
process. 

Working in coordination with the New York based team the Local 
Architect will obtain authorities approvals, coordinate with the 
Local Architect’s sub-consultants, as well as organize regular team 
meetings and workshops and liaise directly with the Employer’s 
representative as required throughout the process.

TEAM STRUCTURE

                      ASYMPTOTE ARCHITECTURE
      (NEW YORK)

LEAD ARCHITECT
Hani Rashid
Lise Anne Couture

THE CITY OF GOLD COAST
Gold Coast Cultural Precinct

Asymptote Architecture, the award-winning, New York-based 
practice was co-founded by Hani Rashid and Lise Anne Couture in 
1989. Asymptote is internationally recognized for its award winning 
designs and for being at the forefront of technological innovation. 
The fi rm engages in a broad range of design disciplines including 
architecture, master planning, furniture, interiors, installations as 
well as exhibition design. 

Recently completed projects include 166 Perry Street, a luxury 
residential building in New York City and the Yas Hotel, a 500-
room luxury hotel located in Abu Dhabi. Current commissions 
under construction or in design include two 40 storey luxury 
residential towers in Seoul, 2 commercial towers in Zhengzhou 
China, a commercial and entertainment center in Bergamo, a 
40,000 square foot exhibition pavilion in South Korea, a 200,000 
sq.ft bank headquarters in Belgium and a 2.5 million square foot 
mixed use complex in Dubai that includes a hotel, retail center, 
cinemas and performing arts center.

Asymptote’s work has been the subject of 3 monographs and is 
widely published internationally in professional journals as well as 
the general press. The work of Asymptote has also been widely 
exhibited internationally and is also included in several private and 
public collections including The Museum of Modern Art in New 
York, the Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich, the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art, the Centre Pompidou in Paris and the 
Frac Centre in OrleÅLans, France. In 2004 Couture and Rashid 
were chosen as the design architects for the 9th International 
Venice Architecture Biennale and awarded the prestigious 
Frederick Kiesler Prize for Architecture and the Arts in recognition 
of exceptional contributions to the progress and merging of art and 
architecture.  
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Arkhefi eld have been practicing in Queensland for over twenty 
years. In addition to design excellence the fi rm is committed to 
improving the productivity of the construction industry. Arkhefi eld 
is actively involved in leading the change to State procurement 
processes aimed at delivering certainty and reducing risk. The 
fi rm’s documentation and collaboration systems are industry 
benchmarks that set the standard for future contracts and principal 
project requirements.

Arkhefi eld partner with clients to achieve their goals and 
collaborate with contractors and subcontractors to make buildings 
real. Currently Arkhefi eld’s clients include the Queensland 
Government, Brisbane City Council, and four Government owned 
corporations (Ergon, Energex, Powerlink, The Port of Townsville,) 
as well as numerous listed companies (CFS, Brisbane Airport 
Corporation, Echo Entertainment Group, Australand). The basis 
of these engagements is to deliver world class built environments, 
in a professional manner that result in an asset which presents 
value for money and consistently exceeds their expectations. 
Arkhefi eld’s commitment to design and delivery is absolute, with 
a whole of life vision for the built environments created being the 
fi rm’s guide.

Urban Design is integral to Arkhefi eld’s service. The spaces 
between and around the buildings Arkhefi eld make are important 
to the fi rm. The connection to the outdoors is a fundamental part 
of living in South East Queensland. The “making of streets” was 
the subject of a lecture delivered to the Gold Coast City Council 
in 2009. On the invitation of the City Architect (Philip Follent) 
Arkhefi eld presented to the offi cers and Councillors a vision for 
improving the quality of their public realm. The focus was simply to 
make places for people that celebrated the casual elegance of the 
Gold Coast, embraced the climate and managed the dominance 
of the car.

Arup came to Australia in 1963 to undertake the structural design 
of the Sydney Opera House and we now work from seven offi ces 
across four key areas of infl uence: cities, connectivity, health, 
resources. Our desire to shape a better world ensures our clients 
receive smart design ideas with a social purpose, which will have 
a positive infl uence for current and future generations. 

The fi rm’s work is best characterized by its involvement in iconic 
projects that make a mark on the local landscape – including a 
number of stunning bridges and structures such as the multi-award 
winning Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, the Gallery of 
Modern Art, Kurilpa pedestrian bridge and the Go Between Bridge. 
Arup has a history of working on project in Gold Coast for both 
private and government clients.  A sampling of these projects 
include the Gold Coast Aquatic Centre, Gold Coast University 
Hospital, the Bank of the Gold Coast and the Gold Coast National 
Museum. We have been working with the Gold Coast City Council 
to help develop the brief necessary for moving this exciting project 
forward.
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SCAPE / LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE PLLC is a dynamic, 
leading-edge landscape architecture and urban design studio 
based in New York City. We are committed to the innovative, 
creative design and construction of the joint urban-natural 
environment. Our goal is to create and organize dialogue about 
the built environment, to refi ne the defi nition of the public sector to 
include natural processes and wildlife habitat, and to cultivate an 
ethos of civic participation. 

The studio is comprised of a range of professionals with expertise 
in horticulture, landscape architecture, urban design, and 
planning. We work across and in-between disciplines of science 
and design to merge design expertise with plant ecology, forest 
ecology, and hydrology, towards a synthetic, sustainable approach 
to the design and management of the urban landscape. Our 
approach is to understand and enhance connections between 
ecological systems and public infrastructures to create dynamic 
environments in concert with long-term, phased strategies for 
their implementation. We have a particular expertise in bridging 
concept and construction, and have developed a reputation for 
large scale conceptual landscape strategy alongside the design 
and material detailing of landscape elements.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

Yas Island Marina Hotel

Abu Dhabi, UAE · 2007-2009

Client: Aldar Properties PJSC, Abu Dhabi, UAE, Size: 85,000m2

The Yas Island Marina Hotel in Abu Dhabi, UAE, designed 
by Asymptote Architecture, comprises two elliptical, low-rise 
buildings nestled beneath a massive glass and steel latticework 
gridshell structure that gives the building its iconic form. 

Townsville Inner Harbour Expansion

Townsville, Australia · xxxx

Inspired by the idiom of industrial architecture, the building’s 
functions are encased in a large, fl uid roof which wraps down to 
the west and frames the views to Magnetic Island.

Conceptual Plan for West Kowloon Cultural District

Hong Kong, China · 2011

Client: West Kowloon Cultural District Authority

Arup provided technical engineering support for Foster + 
Partners’ plan, which envisages a 40ha sustainable development 
that will nurture Hong Kong’s cultural scene.

Guggenheim Contemporary Art Pavillions

Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi, UAE · 2007

Client: Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, Size: 7,500m2

Asymptote’s designs for the Guggenheim Pavilions at Saadiyat 
Island in Abu Dhabi are comprised of two elegantly sculpted 
vessels. Poised within the landscape, the inclined geometry of the 
forms invites visitors to slip beneath the polished surfaces towards 
the public entrances. 

Howard Smith Warves

Brisbane City, Australia · 2010

The recently completed River Quay project in South Bank are 
testament to Arkhefi eld’s ability to design precincts which create 
new public spaces that enhance those which already exist in and 
around the site.

Kurilpa Bridge

Brisbane, Australia · 2009

Client: Baulderstone Size: 470m long

Kurilpa Bridge provides a pedestrian and cycle crossing over the

Brisbane River in Queensland. It is one of the fi rst large-scale solar 
powered pedestrian bridges in the world, with 84 photovoltaic 
panels powering its sophisticated LED lighting scheme.

Chor Residence

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2011 

Client: Confi ential  Size: 650m2

The Chor residence is a contemporary family home that gently 
unulates around a large verdant central courtyard, with seamless 
transitioning between exterior and interior space.

Kien Interpipe Art Park

Kiev, Ukraine, · 2011

Client: Interpipe Size: 15,000m2

Asymptote’s design for the Interpipe Art Park involves the 
renovation of a large existing industrial factory, whereby a 
dynamic modular facade comprising different moving oculi create 
a new identity for the building and mediate between solid and 
transparent, interior and exterior space.  

ASYMPTOTE ARCHITECTURE ARKHEFIELD

ARUP

HydraPier Pavilion

Haarlemmermeer, The Netherlands · 2002

Client: Municipality of Haarlemmermeer Size: 1,650m2

The architecture of the HydraPier melds technological imagery 
with water and landscape to achieve a unique and powerful 
architectural statement set within a picturesque Dutch landscape

River Culture Pavillion

Daegu, Korea · 2012

Client: K-Water Size: 3450m2

The bold curved form of the architecture creates a compelling 
focal point in the vastness of the panoramic landscape while the 
material treatment of its exterior transforms the light, color and 
forms of its natural setting to create an ephemeral architectural 
vision set against the surrounding panorama.
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Gowanus Waterfront Community 

Gowanus, New York, USA · 2012

Client: Client: Confi dential

The Gowanus Waterfront community development is currently in 
design development with a private client to create an experimental 
pier to test and monitor the Oyster-tecture technique in the 
Gowanus Bay, adjacent to a recycling facility.

Oyster-Texture

New York, USA · 2012

Client: Museum of Modern Art

Oyster-tecture envisions an active oyster reef and aqueous park 
that would attenuate waves, improve water quality, and diversify 
marine life and recreational potential in the New York Harbor.



NARRATIVE
GOLD COAST CITY
The masterplan for new cultural precinct for Gold Coast City is 
inspired by the city’s unique relationship to water. Beyond its 60kms 
of coastline and the picturesque quality of the meandering Narang 
river, the city of Gold Coast is distinguished by a unique morphology 
formed through the integration of over 250kms of waterways with 
an expansive green urbanism. By virtue if its innumerable canals, 
the interlocking of land and water is a distinctive characteristic of 
the city of Gold Coast that here serves as an inspirational model 
for the re-conception of the Evandale site.

CULTURE PARC (PERFORMANCE, ART AND RECREATION 
CAMPUS)
Inspired by the urban form of Gold Coast City, the Evandale site is 
here reconceived to integrate architecture within a new landscape 
of swelling green spaces and water features. The site has been 
carved and defi ned by new public spaces and meandering paths 
that connect via the new green bridge to the City and Surfer Beach 
beyond. This new bridge is also conceived as a new gateway that 
serves as a threshold between the city’s ArtWalk and this new 
Performance, Art and Recreation Campus.

ARTSCAPE
ArtScape is a key component of the entire Culture PARC and is here 
transformed into a new iconic landscape, a bold pattern composed 
of the entwined forms of land and water. With most vehicular traffi c 
and parking confi ned to areas beneath a green roof, ArtScape now 
occupies the entire site all the way to its existing borders comprised 
of mature trees that would be retained. The land is reconfi gured 
through an environmentally responsible strategy of cut and fi ll 
that creates a new topography. This re-confi gured ground also 
provides increased fl ood protection for the new buildings as well 
as reservoirs to recoup run off, store grey water and contributes 
to natural conditioning of the buildings.  While environmentally 
performative, this site strategy also performs programmatically by 
creating an Archipelago of new outdoor public green spaces for art 
exhibits, performances, outdoor cinema, gardens and recreational 
areas. ArtScape is a new landscape that accommodates public 
cultural and leisure activities but also defi nes the sites for the new 
Art Museum and Living Arts Centre buildings.

ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture of the new Art Museum and the Living Arts 
Centre is both embedded into and rises out of the new topography 
of the ArtScape. Here a new iconic architecture sits not on top 
of the landscape but rather emerges from this new archipelago 
like landscape. The integration of the Art Museum and the Living 
Arts Centre architecture with ArtScape creates a new unifi ed and 
human scale environment that includes various types of new 
public spaces at the juncture of architecture and landscape. This 
approach enables the connecting of the interior of the Museum 
and Living Arts Centre to the exterior public realm and responds to 
the desire to enable increased public access and participation. The 
increased visibility will promote the expanded public programming 
that includes new artist workshops, digital facilities, cultural 
resources, and community facilities as well as attract patrons to 
the new public amenities such as cafes, restaurants and shops.

The interior public spaces of the new Museum and Living Arts 
Centre can be contiguous with exterior public spaces promoting 
a welcoming atmosphere of openness and transparency. The 
deployment of locally sourced materials that are indigenous to 
the regions and the integration of aspects of the local vernacular 
such as generous roof overhangs and louvred surfaces are 
environmentally appropriate strategies that can also be used to 
reinforce the overlap between inside and outside. More specifi cally 
these can serve to reinforce the connection of interior spaces 
with exterior forecourts, new outdoor terraces including the Great 
Terrace between the Art Museum and the Living Arts Centre as 
well as other shared public amenities both inside and out.

From this relationship of site and architecture a unique and 
compelling image for the new Culture PARC is created where 
landscape and cultural facilities are integrated, and where 
new types of spatial relationships between inside and outside 
accommodate a rich and diverse cultural program in fresh new 
ways. The expanded public cultural programming of the Art 
Museum and the Living Arts Centre is extended to the entire site 
and encompasses the entire surrounding ArtScape to create a 
new unifi ed Cold Coast Culture PARC - a signifi cant new iconic 
destination for Gold Coast residents and visitors alike.
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SITE PLAN

TRANSPORTATION 
HUB

GREEN & PEDESTRIAN ACCESS 
FROM ARTS WALK 

SOLAR CONTROL VIA LOUVERS
& OPTIMIZED DAYLIGHTING

MIXED MODE 
VENTILATION

SHADING FROM 
OVERHANG ROOF

STORMWATER REUSE RAIN GARDEN/ 
BIOSWALES

GREEN ROOF GEOTHERMAL 

3 TIER ORGANIZATIONAL AXONOMETRIC

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGYCONNECTIVITY
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SUN SHADE SYSTEM 
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WATER
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ARTSCAPE + GREEN BRIDGE
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NEW ART MUSEUM & WATERFRONTNEW ART MUSEUM & LIVING ARTS CENTRE FORECOURTLIVING ARTS CENTRE & GREAT TERRACE NEW ART MUSEUM & SCULPTURE GARDEN

NEW ARTS MUSEUM + LIVING ARTS CENTER




